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About This Game

Single-player action game with massive fantasy battles, that using non-target directional combat system (like in Mount & Blade,
Gloria Victis). 5d3b920ae0

Title: Battle Motion
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Meadow Games
Publisher:
Meadow Games
Release Date: 4 Feb, 2019

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 2 GHz or Faster (64-bit)
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Never before in my gaming life have I encountered a battle simulator game quite so enthralling and realistic as this! My
experience was wonderful. Hey, you might lose a few frames here and there when you put 150 soldiers on the battlefield, but it's
all worth it in the end to witness every last soldier drop right in front of you, or follow you into an ocean as you attempt to
navigate your way to success. The artificial intelligence is hilarious, as AI should be, and if you choose to buy yourself a copy of
Battle Motion, you're going to have. LOT of fun.. Very boring, soz. This is an interesting game, reminds me a bit of the Mount
and Blade series as far as combat goes. Obviously, you cannot create an army and interact with NPCs, but this game has that
battle style which is fun to play. I think with some time, maybe just a few months or a year, the resulting game will be a lot of
fun to play. As for now, would I suggest getting this, if you just want to hack and slash, then this is pretty good for that. A few
minutes here or there, its a lot of fun. It does get old after a bit, but I find myself just returning the next day to fight again. I
think if there was some kind of story added to the fighting, or even the ability to command units, it would be a lot more
interesting. Once the Castle Mode is finished, there will be more of a purpose to the game and it will be a little more enjoyable.
I could potentially see this being a lot of fun if played with other people, maybe there will be multiplayer in the future, if so it
would be a great and silly game to enjoy.. The game shows great potententiol. Except that one tutorial is short and brief doesnt
teach very well and i have a 500GB PC and it lags. Also you cant hardly change class or weapon.. Very boring, soz. Fruity tube
vikings for the win :D. This is an interesting game, reminds me a bit of the Mount and Blade series as far as combat goes.
Obviously, you cannot create an army and interact with NPCs, but this game has that battle style which is fun to play. I think
with some time, maybe just a few months or a year, the resulting game will be a lot of fun to play. As for now, would I suggest
getting this, if you just want to hack and slash, then this is pretty good for that. A few minutes here or there, its a lot of fun. It
does get old after a bit, but I find myself just returning the next day to fight again. I think if there was some kind of story added
to the fighting, or even the ability to command units, it would be a lot more interesting. Once the Castle Mode is finished, there
will be more of a purpose to the game and it will be a little more enjoyable. I could potentially see this being a lot of fun if
played with other people, maybe there will be multiplayer in the future, if so it would be a great and silly game to enjoy.. Never
before in my gaming life have I encountered a battle simulator game quite so enthralling and realistic as this! My experience was
wonderful. Hey, you might lose a few frames here and there when you put 150 soldiers on the battlefield, but it's all worth it in
the end to witness every last soldier drop right in front of you, or follow you into an ocean as you attempt to navigate your way
to success. The artificial intelligence is hilarious, as AI should be, and if you choose to buy yourself a copy of Battle Motion,
you're going to have. LOT of fun.. Fruity tube vikings for the win :D. The game shows great potententiol. Except that one
tutorial is short and brief doesnt teach very well and i have a 500GB PC and it lags. Also you cant hardly change class or
weapon.
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